„Mobile Devices as Smart Companions in the Plant
- More Comfort, Higher Information Quality and
Increased Efficiency!“
which results in an amount of information that is tailored to the very
inspection tour of the current user.
Getting more information on a certain functional location is as easy as
tapping a bubble on the display.
In that very moment, the software
queries the consolidation server for
further data, which is permanently
connected to various data sources in
the company.
Depending on the content and quality of these sources, this can be more
detailed specifications or data sheets,
up to complex circuit diagrams and
even complete P&ID’s.

Scenario: Inspection Round

Finally, the maintainer concludes
his inspection round on the mobile
device: his committed changes are
transferred to the source systems via
the consolidation server and all necessary workflows are triggered automatically.
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While performing an inspection tour
in an industrial plant, the maintenance staff was usually confronted
by numerous technical and functional
problems. Safety deficits, insufficient
or outdated information, fragmented
data and unhandy plans are now history, for good. Mobile devices, such as
Smartphones and Tablets will henceforth not only support in the gathering, monitoring and revising of technical data, but they will also become
reliable guides through the plant.
For a maintainer, this means that his
mobile device will direct him on his
route, like a car navigation system,
while supplying him with all relevant

and significant plant data.
By aiming his mobile device on a
point of interest at eye level, he can
look through the devices’ camera at the real world. Thanks to its
integrated
sensors,
the
device
will
constantly
identify
its
absolute
geographical
position
and elevation, as well its direction and orientation. The software
now selects the relevant functional
locations (Tags) automatically and
cross-fades those into the live camera
feed, composing an augmented view.
This information
pre-filtered
using

was
user

already
profiles,

Customer Value

Context-dependant Visualization of Data
Complex data is pre-filtered, based on natural behavior like looking and
walking around
The user creates the context to the object unknowingly

Aggregated Display of Data
Starting from simple basic information (ID, Description etc.), any
available detail level can be retrieved by „zooming“ into the data

In a Nutshell...
... UBIK® discloses a complete new spectrum of users for plant
related data (Engineers, Planers, Operating- and maintenance staff etc.)

...

UBIK® enables any user to leverage valuable data, fast and simple

...

UBIK® simplifies daily work significantly, by merging multiple
data sources for the end user

... UBIK® increases the value of existing data by providing it to the

Application of UBIK®

Feature Overview

A Visionary Company

UBIK® runs on off-the-shelf mobile
devices, such as Tablet computers or
Smartphones. Those devices are constantly delivering information about
their current geographical position, as
well as their bearing and orientation.
This data enables UBIK® to calculate
the theoretical field of vision of the
user, and thus visualizes the objects
in the relevant range. The data filtered
this way is then presented in real-time
on the mobile device, as floating bubbles showing basic information such
as the ID of the object.

sources and provides it to the mobile
devices.

Creating Object-oriented
Data Models

Depending on the type of information
and the current role of the user, it will
have a different degree of detail and
can even be modified on the mobile
device, or just be enriched with additional data, such as photos, documents
or voice-memos – where any of these
modifications are, of course, transferred back to the server, who will then
feed the changes into the source systems.

•Polymorphism and inheritance
•Arbitrary relations between the
objects
•Programmable runtime behavior of
the objects in native .NET code
•Configurable Views for controlling
the object presentation
•Integrated reporting via
Microsoft ® Office

New technology, digital media and
the omnipresent internetworking of
all devices: what sounds quite promising in terms of increasing efficiency,
optimizing processes and maybe even
improving the ease of use, is in reality
often not quite as helpful as it could
be, when one looks at the enormous
amount of data, possibilities and decisions that today’s users – both, in
industry and private – are exposed to.

Tapping such a symbol with the finger
triggers the UBIK® Server to deliver
further details about this object. Those
details are stored in an object-oriented
data model, which permanently consolidates data from numerous

Intuitive Screen Design,
Simple Handling and
Central Data Processing
Makes Mobile Data
Management Easy!

user just-in-time, mobile and role-based
provide data

UBIK®-Software
is a comprehensive solution for enabling Augmented Reality in
industrial environments.
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Release Data Model
•Compile object model to executable
code and relational data
•Object-oriented use of data, with
the performance and integrity of an
RDBMS

Publish Data Model
receive data

Server

•Adoption of international standards,
i.e. ISO15926
•Inclusion of customer specific
interface components to any source
•Configurable workflow of
interface- and consolidation
tasks

Use Data in the Field

UBIK®

position

Interfaces to
Data Sources

•Configurable context objects for
different applications/roles
•Linking of contexts and views
•Interaction with mobile devices at
the push of a button

•Aiming at the plant with the mobile
device delivers all available
information
•Fast and secure
•Mobile access to the complete data
model of the server
•Sending modified data back to the
server
•Attaching and transmitting photos,
documents or voice-memos to the 		
objects
•Teach in of new objects directly
in the field, based on the current
geoposition of the mobile device

This inevitably leads to a soaring
overstrain of users and sometimes
even empties into total refusal of new
technologies. Especially the industry
invested high sums in data gathering
and data treatment in the recent past.
Now it’s time to make reasonable use
of that data, to eventually leverage
the predicted and anticipated savings
potentials, and therefore justify the
investment costs.
So the industrial user is not only
confronted with new technologies
continuously, but also with the
increasing amount of data, that needs

to be gathered, reviewed and edited
under pressure of time, and pressure
to perform.
That’s exactly the point where our
products come into play.
We have set ourselves the target, to
enable the industrial user to handle
this data, ideally independently of his
or her previous knowledge. This creates immediate value for the user, but
it also protects the company’s investment: The more purposeful the costly
created data is used, the more efficient the users will work with it.

The Right Information for
the Respective User, at Any
Place, in the Moment of
Need!

